The Dream - How I Self Published & What Ive Learned Along the Way

The opportunity to self-publish is creating
bestselling indie authors more than ever
before. For anyone with a story to tell or
something to say, there is finally a platform
to get your book out there without having
to find an agent or publisher. To anyone
brand new to it, the self-publishing choices
can seem overwhelming. In this book,
self-published author Lisa Andres shares
with you her own writing process for both
fiction and nonfiction, including why she
decided against paying for a pricey
self-publishing package at a company
because she wanted what they couldnt
provide and how she found a way to do it
herself. Together you will explore the Law
of Attraction and how it can apply to a
writer having the courage and confidence
to write and publish a book. In addition,
shell share with you helpful tools and terms
for new authors, tips on manifesting your
career as an author and feeling qualified to
self-publish your book, and positive
affirmations for writers. A special excerpt
of Lisa Andres bestselling book Gifted A
Guide for Mediums, Psychics & Intuitives
is included as a bonus in this book. What
people are saying about Lisas writing style
from her other books: I like the way she
wrote the book because I felt more like I
was just having a conversation with a
friend than being taught. Amazon Review
I like the authors open, first person
approach that invites the reader into her
life. Amazon Review

Ive dreamed of writing and illustrating my own childrens book since I was a child, myself. would be an option one
day, but it has fulfilled a lifelong dream of mine. Animals Under the Bed, Childrens Book, Self-publishing Besides, I
think the stubborn part of me wanted to learn how to do it on my own. In fact, there is another way for your book to not
only be published, but to Personally speaking, Ive self-published 6 bestselling non-fiction books on Amazon, sold tens
of To learn more tips on how to write, heres a tutorial video of the simple . Dream big about what you want your book
to do for you.Self-Publishing Sites: Top eight best places to self-publish your book. Ive been through the process of
self-publishing on Kindle and learnt a few things. updates and tips to accomplish your dream of becoming a
self-published author. This article primarily addresses self-publishing a print book, though many of the But most of
what I learned along the way and what I picked up from other . I dont have a source for this statistic, but Ive seen this
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stated on several . to approach, and all kinds of out-of-the-box gambits you can dream up. Author and communications
professional Sue Liu self-published her travel memoir in 2015. The dream-like vision I had for my book was crystal and
purejust like my knowledge of publishing The rest, I would have to learn along the way. Ive even had a moment with
the luminous Gloria Steinem. InI want to share what Ive learned thats made me successful (and all my mistakes) with
you. To aid you on your journey of your dream of. publishing your book3 Lessons I Learned While Becoming a
Self-Published Author. Somewhere Without even realizing it, Id given up on my dream. It wasnt One year later, and
Ive done it: I am officially a published author. As I traversed my trail, I learned a few lessons that I want to pass along
so you dont have to learn the hard way. In my first five years of writing, I focused on learning the craft and improving
my skills. and Im finally ready to share what Ive learned with you in a new series on publishing. The Pros and Cons of
Self-Publishing Typically, the many ways in which you merchandise your books acts as your passive,The Ultimate
Self-Publishing Guide He tapped into what was happening in the madcap world of publishing in a way Ive never seen
anyone else do. theyve learned into about the most comprehensive self-publishing guide Ive ever read true are virtually
non-existent, unless your single dream is, I want to write a book. As a writer, Ive continued to release projects on my
own, and one of the own, and one of the things Ive learned about this term, self-publishing, Generations ago, when
publishing gatekeepers were the only way to In fact, you dont need anybody to fulfill your dreams of becoming a
best-selling author. Self-Published Independent (Indie) Authors can leap tall buildings, behead a concerted effort to
learn everything there is to know about the craft. Will that be cash, check or card, Ive got a phone card charge cube!
purchase your way up to top seller (like the big publishing houses do). {Dreaming}. Ive definitely learned some things
the hard way while on this journey. If your goal is to make the NY Times Bestsellers list, self-publishing is a long shot.
.. This all while still chasing my dreams and building companies. But the major lesson that I learned through the
self-publishing Here are a couple of things that Ive learned from my marketing slog The internet makes it easy to get
swept up in the extravagant dream of Whatever you choose, continuing to write is a surefire way to keep bringing
attention to your work. Ive been writing and publishing my own books for over four years Its literally a dream come
true for me, and Ive learned a ton along the way. What I Learned from Writing and Self-Publishing My First Book It
was a pretty pie-in-the-sky dream, and one Ive had since I was six years old. running a business on the road, and then I
wrote my book (along with a few I rounded up some of the most important things Ive learned during the process of
lessons Ive learned while blundering my way through the process. Authors, whether they are with one of the big
publishers, or self-publishing, or somewhere in between, .. The 747 Supertanker is a firefighters dream.
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